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In LS TSG R4-00 0743, UTRAN RSSI, a new name and definition of the UTRAN RSSI measurement is proposed by 
RAN WG4. 

The proposed new name is: received total wide band power and the new definition is: 
The wide-band received power including the internally in the BS generated noise, within the UTRAN uplink carrier channel 
bandwidth in an UTRAN access point. In case of BS with receiver diversity the reported value shall be the linear average of 
the power in the diversity branches. 

In the by RAN4 proposed definition the term BS is used to represent the base station. It is proposed to modify the 
definition slighly to avoid that term according to the following: 
The wide-band received power in a specified timeslot including the internally in the BS noise generated in the receiver 
generated noise, within the UTRAN uplink carrier channel bandwidth in an UTRAN access point. In case of BS with 
receiver diversity the reported value shall be the linear average of the power in the diversity branches. 

It is furthermore proposed to keep the reference point as currently defined in 25.225 for the UTRAN RSSI 
measurement and adopt the other changes indicated by RAN4. 

Proposal 

The attached CR for 25.225 contains the above proposed changes.
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In LS TSG R4-00 0743, UTRAN RSSI, a new name and definition of the UTRAN RSSI 
measurement is proposed by RAN WG4. This CR incorporates this new definition in 
25.225 together with a clarification of the measurement reference point. 
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5.2.3 Received total wide band powerRSSI 
Definition The received wide band power in a specified timeslot including the noise generated in the 

receiver, within the UTRAN uplink channel bandwidth in an UTRAN access point. In case of 
receiver diversity the reported value shall be the linear average of the power in the diversity 
branches. . Received Signal Strength Indicator, the wide-band received power within the UTRAN 
UL carrier channel bandwidth in a specified timeslot. The reference point for the Received total 
wideband powerRSSI shall be the antenna connector. 

 

  


